
EaseUS Finally Uncovers New Data Recovery Wizard 10.0

EaseUS has officially unveiled the long awaited Data Recovery Wizard 10.0, which
speeds  up  whole  data  scanning  process  through  adjustment  on  RAW  recovery
algorithm.  With  Swedish  and  Danish  supported  in  this  version,  newly  added  file
labels render users exactly specify target files to recover in a flash alongside.

What  makes  EaseUS  data  recovery  software version  10.0  a  highlight  is  the  RAW
recovery  mode  that  has  great  effects  on  data  scanning  including  the  speed  and
restoring  results  to  much  extent. When  a  file  system  of  hard  drive  partitions  is
damaged or corrupted, the hard disk becomes RAW that makes it unreadable to the
operating system and any data cannot be written into. Thereafter, the partition does
not contain a recognized file system. 

Some common error messages may appear then whether it’s necessary to format the
hard disk.  In  a  case  study,  possible  causes  for  a  hard  drive  to become RAW are
destroy  on  file  system  structure,  partition  table  damage,  OS  failure,  intrinsic
problems  on  hard  drive  and  virus  attack.  Right  now  with  the  drive  being  in
the raw state there is no access to the original data stored on that partition which is
susceptible to such situation. Whatever the cause, it’s very pressing to return the file
system back to its original form against any severe data loss disasters.

EaseUS RAW recovery can simply get all lost data back to its original state by fixing
the RAW file system in the progress without fear that it may lead to further damage.
It centers round file recovery efficiency and results in greater restoring success. 

On the other  hand,  more file  labels  are  added in the 10.0 edition that  makes it
remarkably easy to track down all lost files especially Office document, Word, Excel
or  PPT  and  extract  accurately  what  to  recover  in  a  breeze.  Thus,  the  entire  file

http://fr.easeus.com/data-recovery-software/


recovery course gets much smoothly and clearly whatever users’ skill level.

Making incessant moves on data recovery from Windows environment, EaseUS Data
Recovery Wizard 10.0 continues to put restoring effectiveness at the first place for a
hassle-free experience and heads into meeting broad users’ needs on international
market gradually with multi-language supported.

EaseUS Data Recovery Wizard 10.0 available at:
http://fr.easeus.com/data-recovery-software/

About EaseUS Software

EaseUS provides professional IT solutions for home, education and SMB users, 
service providers in data recovery, backup, system optimization and partition 
manager on both Windows and Mac platforms. Founded in 2004, EaseUS has 
established itself as a fast-growing international company with over 100,000,000 
wonderful users in the world. For more information, please visit 
http://fr.easeus.com/.
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